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LSP type Definition Sampled
Simulated

Weight
Number Fraction

‘Bino-like’ N2
11 > max(N2

12, N2
13 + N2

14) 480 ⇥ 106 103,410 35% 1/24

‘Wino-like’ N2
12 > max(N2

11, N2
13 + N2

14) o

20 ⇥ 106
n 80,233 26% 1

‘Higgsino-like’ (N2
13 + N2

14) > max(N2
11, N2

12) 126,684 39% 1

Total 500 ⇥ 106 310,327

Table 4: Categorisation of the 310,327 model points by the type of the LSP (assumed to be the �̃0
1) according to

the neutralino mixing matrix parameters Ni j, where the first index indicates the neutralino mass eigenstate and the
second indicates its nature in the lexicographical order (B̃, W̃, H̃1, H̃2). For example, N1,2 is the amplitude for the
LSP to be W̃. The final two columns indicate the fraction of model points in that category that are sampled, and
their weighted fraction after importance sampling.

3.2.4. Importance sampling by LSP type

Since low-mass SUSY models typically over-produce dark matter, the relic density constraint in Table 3
sculpts the distribution of the allowed model points. The constraint depends strongly on the nature of the
LSP. Except where particularly e↵ective neutralino annihilation mechanisms are available, model points
with a bino-like LSP generally tend to produce too much dark matter [105], meaning that such models
are infrequently sampled and accepted in a random scan employing flat priors. The model points are
therefore partitioned into three categories, bino-like, wino-like and Higgsino-like. The categorisation is
made according to the dominant contribution to the LSP within the neutralino mixing matrix Ni j as shown
in Table 4. Model points are therefore selected, by importance sampling, in such a way that approximately
equal numbers are obtained for each LSP type. In total 500 million model points are sampled randomly
within the ranges listed in Table 2. From the first 20 million sampled, 206,917 model points had a wino-
like or Higgsino-like LSP and satisfied all of the constraints of Table 3. To obtain a su�ciently high
number with bino-like LSP, the remaining 480 million model points are used to find the 103,410 which
had a bino-like LSP and satisfied the Table 3 constraints. Generally models have a LSP dominated by one
particular type, with over 87% of models having a LSP which is at least 90% pure. The phenomenology
of each LSP type can be explored separately due to the large number of model points in each category.
In the following plots, where all LSP types are shown together the contribution from each LSP type is
scaled according to the weights shown in Table 4.

3.3. Properties of model points (before applying ATLAS constraints)

The distributions of the gluino and LSP masses for the model points satisfying the constraints from Table 3
are shown in Figure 1, separately for models with a bino-, wino- or Higgsino-like LSP. Light gluinos are
more common among model points with bino-like LSP. Dark matter for model points with bino-like LSP
is typically over-produced, so the presence of a gluino state close in mass to the LSP enables them to
act as coannihilators with the dark matter in the early universe, reducing the relic density to a level that
satisfies the constraint on ⌦�̃0

1
h2. The neutralino mass distribution for the bino-like LSP model points

shows a sharp concentration of model points with m(�̃0
1) . 100 GeV. This concentration corresponds to

model points in which the dark matter relic density constraint can be satisfied due to enhanced neutralino
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ATLAS pMSSM Scan
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• Random scan in 19 free parameters, in reach of LHC8 
• Sampling such that after selection similar number of points with 

Bino-, Wino- and Higgsino-like LSP remain 
• SLHA files + exclusion information available on HepData !

- Light gluino robustly 
constrained 

- Well described by SMS 
exclusion, but constraints 
weakened in case of 
alternative decay chains 
and because of non-
degenerate squarks
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Analysis All LSPs Bino-like Wino-like Higgsino-like
0-lepton + 2–6 jets + Emiss

T 32.1% 35.8% 29.7% 33.5%
0-lepton + 7–10 jets + Emiss

T 7.8% 5.5% 7.6% 8.0%
0/1-lepton + 3b-jets + Emiss

T 8.8% 5.4% 7.1% 10.1%
1-lepton + jets + Emiss

T 8.0% 5.4% 7.5% 8.4%
Monojet 9.9% 16.7% 9.1% 10.1%
SS/3-leptons + jets + Emiss

T 2.4% 1.6% 2.4% 2.5%
⌧(⌧/`) + jets + Emiss

T 3.0% 1.3% 2.9% 3.1%
0-lepton stop 9.4% 7.8% 8.2% 10.2%
1-lepton stop 6.2% 2.9% 5.4% 6.8%
2b-jets + Emiss

T 3.1% 3.3% 2.3% 3.6%
2-leptons stop 0.8% 1.1% 0.8% 0.7%
Monojet stop 3.5% 11.3% 2.8% 3.6%
Stop with Z boson 0.4% 1.0% 0.4% 0.5%
tb+Emiss

T , stop 4.2% 1.9% 3.1% 5.0%
`h, electroweak 0 0 0 0
2-leptons, electroweak 1.3% 2.2% 0.7% 1.6%
2-⌧, electroweak 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%
3-leptons, electroweak 0.8% 3.8% 1.1% 0.6%
4-leptons 0.5% 1.1% 0.6% 0.5%
Disappearing Track 11.4% 0.4% 29.9% 0.1%
Long-lived particle 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1%
H/A! ⌧+⌧� 1.8% 2.2% 0.9% 2.4%
Total 40.9% 40.2% 45.4% 38.1%

Table 7: Percentage of model points excluded by the individual analyses. It should be noted that the fraction of
model points that can be excluded will depend on the model employed and range of input masses initially generated.
The reader is reminded (Table 2) that the sparticle mass terms in this paper extend to 4 TeV. References for the
individual analyses can be found in Table 1.
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Result Summary

Multijet + MET

Monojet

Stop searches

Disappearing 
tracks

(important for 
Wino-like LSP!)

3

41% of the points 
excluded by ATLAS

(less important, stop 
mostly heavy following 

Higgs constraints)

(mostly overlapping 
with Multijet exclusion)

How well can they be covered using 
Simplified Models?

✔

✗

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✗
✗
✗
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Results from SModelS
• Run SModelS on points excluded by ATLAS 
• Database includes results from 20 ATLAS and 17 CMS 

searches at 8 TeV + efficiency maps generated by Fastlim 
• Discard points with non-prompt decays 

  

Results:
Bino LSP Higgsino LSP

# points excluded 
by ATLAS 42039 48703

# points excluded 
by SModelS 18461 25260

coverage in 
SModelS 44% 52%

PRELIMINARY

do not consider Wino-like LSP scenarios here

SModelS: 
arXiv:1312.4175 
arXiv:1412.1745 

& 
talk by Andre Lessa 

on Wed. 
& 

smodels.hephy.at

http://smodels.hephy.at
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Coverage as Function of Gluino Mass

5

Excluded by ATLAS
Excluded by SModelS

Coverage for points with gluino mass below 1 TeV 
- 50 % for Bino-like LSP 
- 75 % for Higgsino-like LSP

PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY
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Light Gluinos escaping SMS constraints

long cascade decays
- at least 4 mass parameters 
- asymmetric branches likely

one step decays via squarks
- both gluino pair production and 

gluino squark have large cross 
section 

- both not constrained by generic 
SMS

+ decays to heavy neutralinos or chargino
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Bino LSP Higgsino LSP

Gluino decays into long cascades
             from gluino production followed by long cascade decay (more 
than one intermediate particle), for all points allowed by SModelS
� ⇥BR

best constrained using event simulation

• Simplified Model approach not efficient (need to cover at least 4 
dimensional parameter space, as well as asymmetric branches) 

• Existing SMS results presented in one mass plane only
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Gluino-Squark production Gluino-pair production

Gluino one step decays via squarks
• Constraints on light squarks considerably weakened if there are not 

8 mass degenerate states 
• Currently no generic SMS results for gluino decays via on-shell 

squarks available 
• Points with light gluinos & squarks can escape all SMS constraints 
             for allowed points with Bino-like LSP, as function of gluino and 
LSP mass
� ⇥BR
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Gluino-Squark Simplified Model in ATLAS
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Only valid for 8 degenerate squarks !

(from ATLAS-SUSY-2014-06)

Only valid if                     mq̃ = 0.96mg̃ Covers 3 values of LSP mass

• Use efficiency maps to combine various production channels 
for arbitrary number of light squarks 

• Generate efficiency maps with 3 free parameters: gluino mass, 
squark mass, LSP mass
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Conclusions
• Within SModelS SMS results can exclude about 45-50% of 

pMSSM parameter points excluded by ATLAS 
• Light gluinos are robustly constrained by ATLAS 
• They can escape SMS exclusion if 

- decays via long cascades are dominant (SMS approach no 
longer effective as number of free parameters grows) 

- decays via (combinations of) charginos and heavy 
neutralinos are dominant 

- gluino decay into non-degenerate light squarks possible 
• Constraints can be improved using efficiency maps, taking into 

account as many (short) decays as possible (“home-grown” 
efficiency maps by SModelS foreseen) 

• Parameter points where long cascade decays are dominant are 
best constrained using event simulation
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BACKUP

11
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Parameter Min value Max value Note
mL̃1

(= mL̃2
) 90 GeV 4 TeV Left-handed slepton (first two gens.) mass

mẽ1 (= mẽ2 ) 90 GeV 4 TeV Right-handed slepton (first two gens.) mass
mL̃3

90 GeV 4 TeV Left-handed stau doublet mass
mẽ3 90 GeV 4 TeV Right-handed stau mass
mQ̃1

(= mQ̃2
) 200 GeV 4 TeV Left-handed squark (first two gens.) mass

mũ1 (= mũ2 ) 200 GeV 4 TeV Right-handed up-type squark (first two gens.) mass
md̃1

(= md̃2
) 200 GeV 4 TeV Right-handed down-type squark (first two gens.) mass

mQ̃3
100 GeV 4 TeV Left-handed squark (third gen.) mass

mũ3 100 GeV 4 TeV Right-handed top squark mass
md̃3

100 GeV 4 TeV Right-handed bottom squark mass
|M1| 0 GeV 4 TeV Bino mass parameter
|M2| 70 GeV 4 TeV Wino mass parameter
|µ| 80 GeV 4 TeV Bilinear Higgs mass parameter
M3 200 GeV 4 TeV Gluino mass parameter
|At| 0 GeV 8 TeV Trilinear top coupling
|Ab| 0 GeV 4 TeV Trilinear bottom coupling
|A⌧| 0 GeV 4 TeV Trilinear ⌧ lepton coupling
MA 100 GeV 4 TeV Pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass
tan � 1 60 Ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values

Table 2: Scan ranges used for each of the 19 pMSSM parameters. Where the parameter is written with a modulus
sign both the positive and negative values are permitted. In the above, “gen(s)” refers to generation(s).

range is permitted for |At|, a parameter which a↵ects loop corrections to the mass of the the Higgs boson.
The larger range increases the fraction of model points having the mass of the lightest Higgs boson close
to the measured value.

Given the large dimensionality of the pMSSM, a grid sampling technique at regular intervals is imprac-
tical. The space is therefore sampled by choosing random values for each parameter. It should be noted
that in many cases only some of the parameters are relevant for a given observable, in which case the scan
is e↵ectively more comprehensive within the subspace of relevant parameters. The value of each para-
meter is chosen from a flat probability distribution, with lower and upper bounds given in Table 2. The
lower and upper limits of the parameter ranges are chosen to avoid experimental constraints and to give a
high density of model points with masses at scales accessible by the LHC experiments, respectively.

Condition iv imposes the constraints that the soft mass terms for the second generation are equal to those
in the first, as shown in Table 2. This means, for example, that ũL and c̃L have the same soft mass term
in the Lagrangian so that their physical masses are very close. Furthermore the scalar partners of the
left-handed fermions, such as ẽL and ⌫̃eL , have the same soft mass due to S U(2)L invariance, but D-terms
related to electroweak symmetry breaking split their mass-squared values by O(m2

W).

Once each of the 19 parameters has been chosen, a variety of publicly available software packages are
used to calculate the properties of each model point, as described in Appendix A. In some cases the
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Parameter Minimum value Maximum value
�⇢ �0.0005 0.0017

�(g � 2)µ �17.7 ⇥ 10�10 43.8 ⇥ 10�10

BR(b! s�) 2.69 ⇥ 10�4 3.87 ⇥ 10�4

BR(Bs ! µ+µ�) 1.6 ⇥ 10�9 4.2 ⇥ 10�9

BR(B+ ! ⌧+⌫⌧) 66 ⇥ 10�6 161 ⇥ 10�6

⌦�̃0
1
h2 — 0.1208

�invisible(SUSY)(Z) — 2 MeV

Masses of charged sparticles 100 GeV —

m(�̃±1 ) 103 GeV —

m(ũ1,2, d̃1,2, c̃1,2, s̃1,2) 200 GeV —

m(h) 124 GeV 128 GeV

Table 3: Constraints on acceptable pMSSM points from considerations of precision electroweak and flavour results,
dark matter relic density, and other collider measurements. A long dash (—) indicates that no requirement is made.
Further details may be found in the text.

software is modified to produce accurate results for the wide range of models found in the pMSSM scan.
The sparticle decays are calculated, again using a variety of codes and analytical techniques, as described
in Appendix B.

3.2. pMSSM point selection

Acceptable model points are furthermore required to have consistent electroweak symmetry breaking,
a scalar potential that does not break colour or electric charge, and all particles’ mass-squared values
must be positive. Model points with theoretical pathologies, described in more detail in Appendix C,
are discarded. Further experimental constraints, shown in Table 3, which indirectly a↵ect the parameter
space are applied and described below.

3.2.1. Precision electroweak and flavour constraints

Unless specified otherwise, the relevant observables are calculated using micrOMEGAs 3.5.5 [77, 78].
The constraint on the electroweak parameter �⇢ uses the limit on �T (the parameter describing the radi-
ative corrections to the total Z boson coupling strength, the e↵ective weak mixing angle, and the W boson
mass) in Ref. [79] and �⇢ = ↵�T with ↵ = 1/128. The allowed branching ratio (BR) of b ! s� is the
union of the two standard deviation (2�) intervals around the theoretical prediction and the experimental
measurement from Ref. [80]. For the branching ratio of Bs ! µ+µ�, the value calculated by micrOMEGAs
is scaled by 1/(1 � 0.088) as proposed in Ref. [81] for comparison with experiment. The scaled value
is required to lie within the 2� interval around the combined result from the LHCb and CMS Collab-
orations [82]. The 2� theoretical prediction for the SM (3.20 to 4.12) ⇥ 10�9 lies within this interval.
The branching ratio B+ ! ⌧+⌫⌧ is calculated using Ref. [83], which includes tan �-enhanced corrections.
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ATLAS pMSSM Scan - Details
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see talk by A. Lessa on 
Wednesday

13
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Gluino decays into chargino / heavy neutralino

Bino LSP Higgsino LSP

Sum of branching ratios of gluino decays into chargino and heavy 
neutralino, for all points allowed by SModelS

- often more than one channel important 
- decay via chargino considered by 

ATLAS & CMS but typically interpretation 
in one (or two) mass planes only 

- e.g. in ATLAS-SUSY-2014-06
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Classification of BRs for Bino LSP
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Gluino one step decays via squarks

Gluino-Squark production Gluino-pair production

radiative gluino decay 
to gluon + LSP

             for allowed points with Bino-like LSP, as function of 
gluino and squark mass
� ⇥BR
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BLOCK MASS  # Mass Spectrum 
# PDG code           mass       particle 
   1000001     7.37182646E+02   # ~d_L 
   2000001     1.17572389E+03   # ~d_R 
   1000002     7.33259013E+02   # ~u_L 
   2000002     5.02158051E+02   # ~u_R 
   1000003     7.37182646E+02   # ~s_L 
   2000003     1.17572389E+03   # ~s_R 
   1000004     7.33259013E+02   # ~c_L 
   2000004     5.02158051E+02   # ~c_R 
   1000005     3.86685459E+03   # ~b_1 
   2000005     4.00843110E+03   # ~b_2 
   1000006     2.74516322E+03   # ~t_1 
   2000006     3.93556802E+03   # ~t_2 
   1000021     6.51578232E+02   # ~g 
   1000022     4.87251524E+02   # ~chi_10 
   1000023     8.85267547E+02   # ~chi_20 
   1000025    -3.97532163E+03   # ~chi_30 
   1000035     3.97575507E+03   # ~chi_40 
   1000024     8.85433637E+02   # ~chi_1+ 
   1000037     3.97611803E+03   # ~chi_2+

#         PDG            Width 
DECAY   1000021     5.10223642E+00   # gluino decays 
#          BR         NDA      ID1       ID2 
     2.50004966E-01    2     2000002        -2   # BR(~g -> ~u_R  ub) 
     2.50004966E-01    2    -2000002         2   # BR(~g -> ~u_R* u ) 
     2.49995034E-01    2     2000004        -4   # BR(~g -> ~c_R  cb) 
     2.49995034E-01    2    -2000004         4   # BR(~g -> ~c_R* c ) 
#         PDG            Width 
DECAY   2000002     4.42213104E-03   # sup_R decays 
#          BR         NDA      ID1       ID2 
     1.00000000E+00    2     1000022         2   # BR(~u_R -> ~chi_10 u) 
#         PDG            Width 
DECAY   2000004     4.03417627E-03   # scharm_R decays 
#          BR         NDA      ID1       ID2 
     1.00000000E+00    2     1000022         4   # BR(~c_R -> ~chi_10 c)

Missing topologies with the highest cross-sections (up to 10): 
Sqrts (TeV)   Weight (fb)        Element description 
  8.0  1.554E+03    #                       [[[jet]],[[jet],[jet]]] 
  8.0  7.577E+02    #           [[[jet],[jet]],[[jet],[jet],[jet]]] 
  8.0  5.975E+02    #                 [[[jet],[jet]],[[jet],[jet]]]

489804839.slha 

BLOCK MASS  # Mass Spectrum 
# PDG code           mass       particle 
   1000001     5.74278124E+02   # ~d_L 
   2000001     1.15472173E+03   # ~d_R 
   1000002     5.69688344E+02   # ~u_L 
   2000002     2.07502014E+03   # ~u_R 
   1000003     5.74278124E+02   # ~s_L 
   2000003     1.15472173E+03   # ~s_R 
   1000004     5.69688344E+02   # ~c_L 
   2000004     2.07502014E+03   # ~c_R 
   1000005     2.13003692E+03   # ~b_1 
   2000005     3.15138039E+03   # ~b_2 
   1000006     2.10998772E+03   # ~t_1 
   2000006     3.08212821E+03   # ~t_2 
   1000021     5.60120001E+02   # ~g 
   1000022    -5.02691367E+02   # ~chi_10 
   1000023    -1.83633555E+03   # ~chi_20 
   1000025     1.83774188E+03   # ~chi_30 
   1000035    -3.62537467E+03   # ~chi_40 
   1000024     1.83583321E+03   # ~chi_1+ 
   1000037     3.62554027E+03   # ~chi_2+

#         PDG            Width 
DECAY   1000021     2.03434400E-06   # gluino decays 
#          BR         NDA      ID1       ID2 
     5.49161306E-01    2     1000022        21   # BR(~g -> ~chi_10 g) 
#           BR         NDA      ID1       ID2       ID3 
     9.37815416E-02    3     1000022         1        -1   # BR(~g -> ~chi_10 d  db) 
     1.31630911E-01    3     1000022         2        -2   # BR(~g -> ~chi_10 u  ub) 
     9.37815416E-02    3     1000022         3        -3   # BR(~g -> ~chi_10 s  sb) 
     1.31630911E-01    3     1000022         4        -4   # BR(~g -> ~chi_10 c  cb) 
     1.37878757E-05    3     1000022         5        -5   # BR(~g -> ~chi_10 b  bb) 
#         PDG            Width 
DECAY   1000002     5.59851584E-02   # sup_L decays 
#          BR         NDA      ID1       ID2 
     7.32421070E-02    2     1000022         2   # BR(~u_L -> ~chi_10 u) 
     9.26757893E-01    2     1000021         2   # BR(~u_L -> ~g      u) 
#         PDG            Width 
DECAY   1000001     1.16431353E-01   # sdown_L decays 
#          BR         NDA      ID1       ID2 
     3.97733028E-02    2     1000022         1   # BR(~d_L -> ~chi_10 d) 
     9.60226697E-01    2     1000021         1   # BR(~d_L -> ~g      d)

Missing topologies with the highest cross-sections (up to 10): 
Sqrts (TeV)   Weight (fb)        Element description 
  8.0  9.664E+02    #                       [[[jet]],[[jet],[jet]]] 
  8.0  7.927E+02    #                   [[[jet]],[[jet],[jet,jet]]] 
  8.0  7.466E+02    #                   [[[jet],[jet]],[[jet,jet]]] 
  8.0  6.129E+02    #               [[[jet],[jet,jet]],[[jet,jet]]] 
  8.0  3.885E+02    #             [[[jet],[jet]],[[jet],[jet,jet]]] 
  8.0  2.369E+02    #                 [[[jet],[jet]],[[jet],[jet]]]

148832733.slha 

Example points


